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YOUNG ROOKS, THEIR SURVIVAL AND HABITS. 
B y 

J. P. BURKITT. 

I WROTE on this subject in April, 1935 (antea, Vol. XXVIII., 
p. 322). I have pursued it for another year and have 
had considerably more information, all corroborative of 
the preceding, but in no wise tending to increase my 
estimated number of surviving young Rooks (Corvus f. 
frugilegus). I will call the birds under one year, juveniles. 
These are, of course, known by their feathered bill, which I 
■find may in some birds begin to lose its characteristics by mid-
February, but yet they are, I think, all distinguishable up to 
the end of April. Those birds between one and two years I 
call adolescents. " Adults " generally includes adolescents 
unless otherwise mentioned. Jackdaws {Colceus m. spermo-
logus) are generally found with every type of Rook group, 
perhaps especially with young Rooks, but I cut them out. 

I find that juveniles appear to be distributed from the end 
of August throughout the winter in two ways. First, as small 
fractions of normal Rook flocks, which fraction, from much 
observation, I place at, say, an average of one juvenile to 
twenty adults, there being often no juveniles at all. Secondly, 
in small flocks composed entirely of juveniles, varying in 
number up to about two dozen (generally with a lot of Jack
daws). There seems a definite tendency among juveniles 
in autumn and winter, whether in the field or on trees, to 
group together. 

The purely juvenile flocks seem to be much rarer than 
normal mixed flocks. These juvenile flocks seem to have 
beats or feeding grounds of their own. The total in all these 
juvenile flocks seems at the highest estimate not to make 
more than the total number of juveniles in the mixed flocks, 
and thus the entire juvenile population (after August) would 
seem to be at most one-tenth of the adults (and adolescents). 
The exact fraction is not so much the point as the type of 
fraction. It may possibly be one-seventh but it is certainly 
not one-fifth, much less one-half, as some might expect. 

Whereas adults during the winter frequently visit the 
rookery, and especially as a complete flock on a quiet evening 
before leaving for the roost, the juveniles seldom make day 
visits, and hardly ever at dusk time ; the juveniles and 
some others, which I guess to be partly adolescents, appear 
to go to roost without first visiting the rookery. The rookery 
seems to make very little call on juveniles but a great deal on 
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adults, which may be a cause of juveniles practising their 
own company. 

In the case of my own individual rookery, observation of 
numbers at the rookery or in the feeding grounds, and the 
numbers of nests, goes to confirm the small survival of young. 
If it be argued that my juveniles adopt other flocks, then 
why should not those from other flocks adopt mine ? Again 
it may be said that juveniles will be found in their true and 
much larger numbers at the winter roost. But I have so 
far been unable to see evidence pointing to a greater general 
fraction of juveniles than above, from such observation as I 
could make at the roost in winter, or when the winter roost 
turns into one of the many spring rookeries. My observations 
at the winter roost could be greatly improved. Observations 
at some winter roost, from a hide, by a near resident, would be 
very desirable. I did, however, see some evidence of some 
j uveniles arriving at the roost in groups. 

One habit of juveniles which is a great hindrance to an 
observer is that on alighting either at a rookery or at a roost 
they have a definite custom of immediately dropping to lower 
branches. A clear view of them on the sky line is hard to 
get, in distinct contrast with adults. Purely juvenile flocks 
in the field are not nearly so wary as adults and they seldom 
or never caw. (The observer has to beware of overlooking 
juvenile bills for it is much easier to determine that bills are 
adult than that they are not). 

When roosting at the spring rookery begins, or shortly 
afterwards, a small party of birds not interested in building 
may be seen to come in, especially at late dusk. This party 
would seem to be composed of my stated small fraction of 
juveniles belonging to my rookery plus a rather greater number 
(but still small) which are adults or adolescents, or prob
ably both. In my own notes I call this group the " nursery " 
and I shall refer to it later. 

When nest building is in full swing the builders' flights are 
all near the rookery, so a large part of the normal feeding area 
of Rook flocks is empty except for juveniles and adolescents 
and any others not yet inclined to build. This is an interest
ing time as outlying flocks now seen are small and the juvenile 
proportion jumps up at once. In my experience the numbers 
in these flocks vary between fifteen and forty Rooks of which 
neither class (juvenile or non-juvenile) exceeds about twenty-
four, and is generally much less. These flocks seem a clear 
corroboration of the small survival of young. But there is 
no absolutely hard and fast rule that all juveniles are away 
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all day from the now busy rookery, I may find an odd 
juvenile at any such rookery, and sometimes all the "nursery" 
pays it a visit (generally with Jackdaws). 

Once the nests are built the builders go individually farther 
afield to feed. Thus some of them may join with the non-
building flock, but nesters can be distinguished by hurrying 
back with food. Of the non-juveniles in the small non-build
ing flocks some seem obviously paired and feed each other, 
and these birds probably account for the late builders men
tioned below. But it is to be noted that juveniles in the 
breeding season have several habits which are just like 
breeders. Whether at the rookery or away in the country 
they are then very fond of biting the twigs of trees (fonder 
of biting than breaking). They may carry a twig to another 
tree. They may pick up a twig when feeding and play with 
it or carry it a distance. They may feed each other (with 
swollen gullets) and keep company as if paired. At the 
rookery a pair of them may even seem to select a building site, 
but low down. 

Mr. Yeates, in his Life of the Rook, comments on a " second 
occupation ", i.e. late nesters, which springs up about the 
first week in April and which, he says, should be remembered 
by census takers. My notes on this point are only over three 
or four years, but they certainly point to late-built nests, a 
small number up to, say, one-fifth of the total, and after the 
ist of April. The addition rate in these seems far slower 
than before that date, not faster as might be expected. These 
late nests synchronize with a breaking-up of my nursery 
roosting group at that time. This may just be a coincidence 
or it may mean that some of the afore-mentioned 
companions of the juveniles become, as I have said, the late 
builders. 

Now I come to the summer mortality among young. 
I call the post-nesting population that gauged at the end of 
June, though this is really a month after leaving the rookery. 
This post-nesting number has, by the end of August, become 
enormously reduced. At the end of August we practically 
return to the pre-nesting or winter figure as others have 
observed. The end of August seems to end the lonely period 
with juveniles or the period of indefinite grouping, as well as to 
end the great mortality period for them. It is at the begin
ning of September that there is nearly, if not quite, as much 
adult attachment to the rookery and excitement and mating 
flights as there is at the start of the March building. I think 
mating for most birds that desire it is settled at this time for 
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the next season. Hence the grouping of juveniles from now on 
may be instigated by the temporary absence of most adults. 

My winter population, which I previously gave as con
sistently about z\ times the number of nests is fairly corrobo
rated by the experience of 1935 (my nests increased this year 
from 54 to 62). The post-nesting (end of June) number 
of young which for previous years I tendered with great 
suspicion as 2.3 per nest, I would think, from further ex
perience, to be 1.5 to 1.2 per nest. The figure is difficult 
to determine. Rook grouping is at this period unsettled. 
The figure has mainly to be gauged by finding the total number 
which may come at dusk to the rookery at the end of June, 
cutting out any Jackdaws and then deducting the pre-
nesting figure. Actually, to count the young bills separately 
in that light with leaves on the trees, is rather hopeless to 
expect. 

Now, if I take the surviving young after August as that 
estimated at the beginning of this paper, viz. one-tenth 
of the adult population or o.ioA, and at the end of June as 
1.5 per nest or, say, 0.75A, then the months of July and 
August kill off a number of young birds equal to about 65 per 
cent, of the parents. Or, alternatively, if I allow the surviving 
young after August as possibly reaching one-seventh of the 
adults and if I take the young for the end of June as only 1.0 
per nest, then July and August kill off a number equal to 
about 36 per cent, of the parents. So whatever figures are 
taken that can at all accord with my experience a great mor
tality in July and August remains to be explained. We might, 
without consideration, expect to notice the dead birds, but if 
they were evenly distributed over the feeding area the above 
figures give one dead bird to from 40 to 72 acres. I get this 
figure from Mr. Roebuck's big survey of 1,421 rookeries 
covering 5,300 square miles {antea, Vol XXVII., p. 20) where 
he gives each nesting bird an average area of 26 acres (with 
which my own feeding ground agrees). 

This Rook juvenile mortality may not really be any con
trast with other species nor its almost entire confinement to 
the first four months of life, but Rooks seem such safe-living 
birds. And as I have shown, when writing on the Robin 
(antea, Vol. XX., p. 97), we must either expect a big mortality 
or a very short adult life, if the general population of a species 
is to remain anything at all like stable. Using the same for
mula as there given and taking the Rook survival to maturity 
as alternatively one-tenth or one-seventh of the adult popula
tion, then, ignoring non-breeders, the average life of the 
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mature Rook would, be about either ten or seven years. 
Should we expect any more ? But this paper has only dealt 
with survival observations for the first year. If there is a 
further mortality in the second year then either my observed 
survival fraction must be increased or the just-mentioned 
average life of the adult Rook must be increased. It is worth 
noting that I suggested three years as the probable maximum 
life of the average adult Robin (based on observed juvenile 
mortality), and that in actual fact out of nearly ioo adult 
Robins there was only one of which I had evidence of its 
living four years. 

Young Rooks in August are often seen alone and also in 
places far from rookeries and lone birds at dusk seem some
times not to know where to roost. Lone birds are nearly 
always found to be young. This lone-ness may tend to 
mortality. I have never seen any animosity worth noting 
shown by adults to juveniles even when the latter perch 
as year-olds close to nests. So it yet remains for someone 
to account for the July-August mortality. 


